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RALPH GELLAR AND LAVON PAGE spaces. With Example 1, this is elementary. The biduality in Example 4 is due to Kriete, Moore, and Page. The duality theorem for Hankel operators was obtained by Hevener [4] and Page [6] .
Herein we describe an alternate procedure for examining the question, "When is J^(T U T 2 ) the second dual of its compact part?" Our procedure is simply stated (see Theorem 1) and its abstract foundation is unsophisticated; yet it is adequate in investigating the above examples. We do this in Section II where we also use the technique to pass to more complex examples where the duality between a space and its compact part would be most difficult to establish by earlier methods. I* General theory. Let &(£ίf) and c^{^f ) be the spaces of bounded operators and compact operators respectively on £ίf.
We recall the manner in which ^?{£$f) is identified as the second dual space of <&{£(?)* The space of trace-class operators on £%f is isomorphic to the dual space of c (^(έ%f)\ under the isomorphism the trace-class operator Q corresponds to the linear functional Γ-> tr (TQ) where "tr" denotes the trace. In a similar manner £%(3ίf) acts as the dual of the space of trace-class operators. (See Schatten [7, pp. 45-53] .)
If j%? is a subset of ^{3ίf), then M^~ will denote the closure of jgΓ in the ultra-weak operator topology on :^?{£ίf), i.e., the weakstar topology on &(Sίf) as the dual of the space of trace-class operators, and J2f~ will denote the closure of <$? in the weak operator topology. PROPOSITION Proof. To say that A a -+ A in the weak operator topology is precisely to say that tr (A a Q) -• tr (AQ) for every operator Q of rank one.
Assertion (b) is a consequence of the following two facts:
(1) The unit ball of ^ is weak* dense in the unit ball of its second dual <%?~ [3, p. 424] . (See proof of Theorem 1 below.) (2) A bounded net converges in the weak operator topology if and only if it converges in the ultra-weak operator topology.
The second assertion is also implicitly contained in [3, p. 512 ] as an exercise. We give a simple proof here for completeness.
Suppose {A a } converges to A in the weak operator topology, and that {A a } is a bounded net. Then for any operator Q of finite rank, it is easy to see that tr (A a Q) -* tr (AQ). But the finite rank operators are dense in the space of trace-class operators, and the linear functionals Q -• tr (A a Q), Q in trace-class, are uniformly bounded. Hence tr (A a Q) -> tr (AQ) for every Q of trace-class, or A a -> A in the ultraweak operator topology.
The following theorem is quite elementary in the abstract, but it will be of considerable use in analyzing the examples of Sections I and II. THEOREM 
Let T γ and T 2 be bounded operators on ^f. Then li T 2 ) is isometrically isomorphic to the second dual of its compact part provided that each operator in *J^{T U T 2 ) is the limit in the weak operator topology of a sequence of compact operators in J^{T ly T 2 ).

Proof. Let ^(T l9 T 2 ) denote the compact part of ^{T u T 2 ). In general we have
&(T 19 TύS&(T lf Tύ'S^(T lf T 2 rQ^(T u T 2 ) in light of Proposition l(a). Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following duality property of Banach spaces:
If ^/ is a Banach space, and <%f is a weak* closed subspace of **, then there is a natural isomorphism that identifies {£f Π ί^)** with the weak* closure of <%f Γl ^ in J/**. The isomorphism arises as follows: Let ^€ denote the annihilator of <%f Π & in g'*. First note that the annihilator of ^£ in :f/** is simply the weak* closure of <%f (Ί ^ in g^** [1, p. 53] . But the Hahn-Banach theorem provides natural isomorphisms between {Sf Π ^)* and %/*\^& and between (^*/^^)* and the annihilator of ^£ in ^** [2, p. 25-27] .
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that
. According to Proposition 1 this will be the case if and only if every operator in J^{T U T 2 ) is the limit in the weak operator topology of a bounded net in ^(T l9 T 2 ). But the very same limits can be reached through bounded nets as through sequences. This is true first because (by the uniform boundedness principle) weak operator convergent sequences must be bounded. Secondly, according to Proposition 1 the same bounded nets converge in the weak operator topology as in the ultraweak operator topology. But such nets can be replaced by convergent sequences, since the ultra-weak operator topology is metrizable on bounded sets [3, p. 426] .
COROLLARY. If T is in έ%(£ίf) then the commutant of T is isometrically isomorphic to the second dual of the compact commutant of T
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provided there exists a sequence of compact operators which commute with T and converge in the weak operator topology to the identity.
Proof. If {X n } is a sequence of compact operators which commute with T and converge in the weak operator topology to I, then for any operator B that commutes with T, {X n B} converges to B in the weak operator topology. Since X n B commutes with T for each n, and since X n B is compact, the conclusion now follows from Theorem 1. II• Examples* In this section we explore several examples of spaces of intertwining operators that are amenable to study via Theorem 1.
Let D be a diagonal operator on Sίf with distinct nonzero entries on the diagonal. It is easy to see that the commutant of D is the set of diagonal operators and is isomorphic to l°°. The compact commutant of D consists of those diagonal operators whose diagonal entries tend to zero, and hence the compact commutant is isomorphic to c 0 , the space of complex sequences converging to zero. Clearly the identity is the weak-operator limit of a sequence of finite rank diagonal operators. Thus by the preceding corollary the second dual of the compact commutant of D is naturally isomorphic to the commutant of D. This, of course, substantiates the well-known fact that l°° is the second dual of c 0 . EXAMPLE 
Weighted Hankel operators.
The following theorem provides a simple approach to the result that w^(S, S*) is isomorphic to ^(S, S*)** when S is a simple unilateral shift, the case in which <J^(S, S*) and ^(S, S*) are spaces of Hankel operators. Here we shall in fact allow S to be a weighted shift. Let {e n }ζ =0 be an orthonormal basis for Sίf and let S: e n -> a n+ί e n+1 where {α w }? =1 is a bounded sequence of complex numbers. We shall assume in addition that {α Λ }»-=i is bounded away from zero, so that S has a bounded left inverse. Denote by S + that left inverse of S which sends e 0 to 0. Clearly S + sends e n to a~ι e n _± if w Ξ> 1. The requirement that the weights be bounded away from zero is simply that zero not be in the approximate point spectrum of S. THEOREM Now for 0 S i, 3 < °° and 0 < r < 1, <X r e ί5 e/> -r i+j b i+ jWiWγ. As r -> 1, this tends to b i+j WiWj\ Because {X r } is uniformly bounded, we can conclude that {X r } converges to X in the weak operator topology.
For 0 ^ i, j < co j \b i+j WiWj ι \ ^ ||X||. Thus the entries of the matrix of X r (0 < r < 1) are absolutely summable, and this implies the compactness of X r .
Theorem 1 now shows that ^(S, S + ) is isomorphic to the second dual of if (S, S + ).
EXAMPLE 3. Compressed shifts.
Operators of the form S*/^f where S is a shift and ^// is an invariant subspace for S* are of extreme importance because of their use in canonical models. Kriete, Moore, and Page [5] showed that if T x and T 2 are operators of the above type where S is a simple unilateral shift, then ^{T u T 2 ) is the second dual of its compact part. In light of the model theory, such a result cannot possibly hold for shifts of infinite multiplicity.
The key technical result in [5] is that for any inner function δ in H°°, H°° Π δC is weak-star dense in <^~, where ^ is the class of continuous functions on the unit circle. It can be shown that this technical lemma about the nature of H°° is equivalent to the assertion that if T λ and T 2 are operators of the form S*/^T where S is the simple unilateral shift and ^£ is an invariant subspace for £»*, then each operator that intertwines T 1 and T 2 is the limit in the weak operator topology of a sequence of compact intertwining operators. Thus the biduality result of [5] may be viewed as a consequence of the technical lemma and Theorem 1. For example, each of the following spaces-weighted shifts with respect to a fixed basis, the diagonal operators with respect to a fixed basis (mentioned earlier), quasi-triangular operators with respect to a fixed basis (associated matrix a i5 -= 0 unless i <£ j + 1), operators with matrix satisfying a j3 = -2a j+lf3 _ 1 (all j), etc.-is shown to be isomorphic to the second dual of its intersection with the compact operators. We note with glee that we are assured of this isomorphism without needing to know exactly which operators in these spaces are compact. EXAMPLE 
Hankel operators of higher multiplicity.
If S is a unilateral shift of multiplicity fc, where k is any cardinal number, then an S-Hankel operator is an operator H satisfying S*H -HS.
Any S-Hankel operator can be represented by a matrix with operator entries [A i3 ] where A i3 = B i+j , an operator on a ά-dimensional Hubert space. Then each operator H in <J*~(S, S*) is the weak-operator limit of the bounded net of compact Hankel operators with matrices [r^'XAiύr], 0 < r < 1. Thus J^{S, S*) is isomorphic to the second dual of its compact part.
